As shown in Fig.  3 and Table  2 , the values of transition time of (a) (Fe3+-FINN) are twice as large as those of (b) (free FMN), which means that two ferric ions combine with one FMN molecule.
Thus, for the system of Fe3 + FMN in neutral oxalate medium, the electrode process may be postulated as follows :
In Fig.1 , it is observed that the reduction wave of Fe3+ combined with FMN overlapped closely with that of FMN. This phenomenon may be naturally expected, since when FMN is reduced at the electrode, the resulting leuco-FMN functions as electrondonor to Fe3+ combined with FMN, and consequently the reduction of FMN and the combined Fe3+ occur simultaneously.
When the starting potential is set at the potential in the region of diffusion current of FMN, the adsorbed species (both FMN and Fe) are to be in the reduced from and the anodic process may be observed by applying anodic current. Chronopotentiometric curves of the anodic process show only a slight difference of z between the system of Fe3++ FMN and of FMN alone as shown in Fig. 4 
